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Pompeo ‘optimistic’ both Syrian 
Kurds, Turkey can be protected

New alliance increases 
pressure on India’s BJP

US begins withdrawing gear from Syria, but not troops
ABU DHABI: Washington’s top diplomat said
yesterday he was “optimistic” a way could be
found to protect Syrian Kurds while allowing
Turks to “defend their country from terror-
ists” following a US pullout from Syria. “We
are confident we can achieve an outcome that
achieves both of those,” Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo told journalists in Abu Dhabi.
The Gulf emirate is his latest stop in a region-
al tour aimed at reassuring allies after a shock
December announcement by President
Donald Trump that US troops would be with-
drawn from Syria.

Pompeo’s remarks follow tensions between
the US and Turkey over the fate of
Washington’s Syrian Kurdish allies in the fight
against Islamic State group militants. Turkey
had reacted angrily to suggestions that Trump’s
plan to withdraw troops was conditional on the
safety of the US-backed Kurdish fighters, seen
by the Turkish government as terrorists. US-led
operations against IS in Syria have been spear-
headed on the ground by the Kurdish-domi-
nated Syrian Democratic Forces.

Ankara sees the backbone of that alliance,
the Kurdish People’s Protection Units (YPG),

as a terrorist group linked to the Kurdistan
Worker’s Party (PKK) which has fought a
decades-long insurgency against the Turkish

state. Pompeo said that Washington recog-
nized “the Turkish people’s right and
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ABU DHABI: Abu Dhabi’s Crown Prince Mohammed bin Zayed Al-Nahyan speaks with US Secretary
of State Mike Pompeo during a meeting at Al-Shati Palace in the UAE capital yesterday. — AFP 

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: Kuwait Fire Service
Directorate’s PR department said six
people were killed and five others were
injured in a head-on collision between
an SUV and a taxi on Road 500 lead-

ing to Wafra farms. Those in the taxi -
all expats - were killed, while those in
the SUV - a Kuwaiti family - were
injured. Nuwaiseeb fire center firemen
rushed to the scene, and the bodies of
the deceased were recovered by
forensics.

6 killed in horrific crash

KUWAIT: The wreckage of an SUV and taxi are seen after they collided. 

TORONTO: Saudi asylum seeker Rahaf Mohammed Al-Qunun smiles as she is introduced to the media at
Toronto Pearson International Airport alongside Canadian Minister of Foreign Affairs Chrystia Freeland (right)
yesterday. — AFP 

TORONTO: A young Saudi woman who caused a sensa-
tion by defying her family and seeking asylum abroad was
welcomed with open arms in Toronto yesterday at the end
of an exhausting international odyssey. Foreign Minister
Chrystia Freeland greeted Rahaf Mohammed Al-Qunun,
18, after she landed in Toronto, wearing a blue ball cap and
a gray hoodie emblazoned in red with the word “CANA-
DA”. Smiling broadly, she posed for photographers with
Freeland at her side, but made no statement. “She had a
pretty long journey and is exhausted and prefers not to
take questions for the moment,” Freeland said.

Qunun captured the world’s attention with a trail of
Twitter posts that ignited a #SaveRahaf movement as she
fled what she said was an abusive family in ultraconserva-
tive Saudi Arabia. Thai authorities backed down on an
attempt to deport her after she arrived in Bangkok on a

flight from Kuwait a week ago, turning her over to the
UN’s refugee agency instead. Then on Friday, Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau made the surprise announcement
that Canada would take her in.

The move is sure to further strain Canada’s relations
with the kingdom. That relationship went sideways last
August over Ottawa’s rights criticism of Saudi Arabia,
prompting Riyadh to expel the Canadian ambassador and
sever all trade and investment ties in protest. Canada also
sparked fury in Riyadh by demanding the “immediate
release” of jailed rights campaigners, including Samar
Badawi, the sister of jailed blogger Raif Badawi, whose
family lives in Quebec.

Qunun’s attempt to flee Saudi Arabia was embraced by
rights groups as a beacon of defiance against repression.
“Ms Al-Qunun’s plight has captured the world’s attention
over the past few days, providing a glimpse into the pre-
carious situation of millions of refugees worldwide,” said
Filippo Grandi, the UN High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR). “Refugee protection today is often under
threat and cannot always be assured, but in this instance
international refugee law and overriding values of human-
ity have prevailed.”
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WASHINGTON: US President Donald Trump said
Friday he would make it easier for top-skilled work-
ers to stay in the United States and become citizens,
offering uncharacteristic praise for immigrants’ con-
tributions. Trump pledged to reform coveted H-1B
visas, for which three-quarters of applicants are from
India, most of them in the technology sector. “H1-B
(sic) holders in the United States can rest assured
that changes are soon coming which will bring both
simplicity and certainty to your stay, including a
potential path to citizenship,” Trump said on Twitter.
“We want to encourage talented and highly skilled
people to pursue career options in the US.”

It was unclear what Trump meant by a “potential
path to citizenship” for H-1B visa holders, who
already are eligible to be sponsored by employers
for legal permanent residency, which would then
make them eligible to become US citizens. When
asked about Trump’s tweet, US Citizenship and
Immigration Services spokesman Michael Bars pro-
vided a statement about a formal proposal in
December for changes to the H-1B process, which
are likely to become final later this year.

The proposal is designed to increase by 5,340, or
16 percent, the number of H-1B beneficiaries who
hold advanced degrees from American universities. It
would also streamline the application process with a
new electronic registration system. “These proposed
regulatory changes would help ensure more of the
best and brightest workers from around the world
come to America under the H-1B program,” Bars said.
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WASHINGTON: A US Park police officer rides a horse past the US Treasury during
the 22nd day of the US government shutdown yesterday. — AFP 

PARIS: Firefighters extinguish a fire after an explosion at a bakery yesterday. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: The partial US gov-
ernment shutdown entered a record
22nd day yesterday, as President Donald
Trump remains steadfast in his demand
for $5.7 billion to build a Mexico border
wall and Democrats in Congress deter-
mined to refuse the funds. The president
issued a series of tweets yesterday in an
effort to defend his stance and goad
Democrats to return to Washington and
end what he called “the massive humani-

tarian crisis at our Southern Border”.
“Democrats could solve the

Shutdown in 15 minutes!” he said in one
tweet, adding in another, “We will be out
for a long time unless the Democrats
come back from their ‘vacations’ and get
back to work. I am in the White House
ready to sign!” But most lawmakers left
town on Friday and will not return before
tomorrow, leaving little chance for any
solution to the stalemate before then.

The impasse has paralyzed
Washington - its impact felt increasingly
around the country - with the president
retaliating by refusing to sign off on
budgets for swaths of government
departments unrelated to the dispute. As
a result, 800,000 federal 
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PARIS: A powerful gas explosion tore
through a building in central Paris yes-
terday, killing two firefighters and a
Spanish woman, injuring dozens of peo-
ple and badly damaging nearby apart-
ments, officials said. Around 200 fire-
fighters were mobilized to battle the fire
that broke out after the blast and evacu-
ate victims and residents in the area,
Interior Minister Christophe Castaner
told reporters at the scene. The explo-
sion came with the city on edge during
the latest “yellow vest” anti-government

demonstrations, which have often
degenerated into violence and vandalism
in Paris and other cities in recent weeks.

Cars were overturned by the blast
and glass and rubble was strewn across
large swathes of the street after the
explosion gutted the lower part of the
building. Dozens of residents were treat-
ed by rescue workers on the street. “I
was sleeping and was woken up by the
blast wave,” Claire Sallavuard, who lives
on the Rue de Trevise where the explo-
sion occurred, told AFP. “All the windows
in the apartment exploded, doors were
blown off their hinges, I had to walk on
the door to leave the room, all the kids
were panicking, they couldn’t get out of
their room.”

“Firefighters advised us to leave but
the elevator shaft had been blown
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